
  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Skill: Fluency Passage, Cycle 8 – The Shrimp and the Shark 
Teacher Copy 

Student Name/Date ___________________________________________ 

The Shrimp and the Shark 5

Lin is a shrimp. 9
He likes his home in the sea. 16
There is a lot to eat in the sea. 25
Lin likes to eat moss. 30
There are fish near his home. 36
Some fish swim by Lin. 41
He waves to the fish. 46
Lin has a lot of pals. 52
A shark swims near Lin’s home. 58
The shrimps dash by some shells. 64
The fish dart to some rocks. 70
“Hide! He will eat you!” a shrimp yells to Lin. 80
The shrimp shakes with fear. 85
Lin waves to the shark. 90
The shark swims off and a fish jumps up. 99
The fish tells Lin, “A shark cannot be your pal.” 109
“Yes, we can be pals!” Lin tells him. 117
The shark’s tail gets stuck in a net. 125
Lin races to his side. 130
“I will help you,” Lin tells the shark. 138
He gets some moss from a rock. 145
Lin rubs the moss on the shark’s tail. 153
“Splash your tail,” Lin tells him. 159
The shark’s tail slips from the net. 166
“You are free!” Lin yells. 171
The shark takes Lin home. 176
The fish and the shrimp see Lin. 183
Lin tells the fish, “Pals do not have to be 193
the same shape or the same size.” 200
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Skill: Fluency Passage, Cycle 8 – The Shrimp and the Shark 
Teacher Copy 

Student Name/Date ___________________________________________ 

Scoring Reading Accuracy (60 seconds sample) 

Frustration (Below 90%) = 21 miscalls in passage Total Words in Passage (words read) 
__________ 

Instructional (90-94%) = 11-20 miscalled words Total Errors (miscalled words) 
__________

Independent (95-100%) = 0-10 miscalled words Words Correct Per Minute (WCPM) 
__________ 
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Student Copy

Student Name ___________________________________________

The Shrimp and the Shark  

Lin is a shrimp. He likes his home in the sea.
There is a lot to eat in the sea. Lin likes to eat moss.

There are fish near his home. Some fish swim by Lin.
He waves to the fish. Lin has a lot of pals.

A shark swims near Lin’s home. The shrimps
dash by some shells. The fish dart to some rocks.
“Hide! He will eat you!” a shrimp yells to Lin.
The shrimp shakes with fear. Lin waves to the shark.

The shark swims off and a fish jumps up.

The fish tells Lin, “A shark cannot be your pal.”
“Yes, we can be pals!” Lin tells him.

The shark’s tail gets stuck in a net. Lin races to his side.
“I will help you,” Lin tells the shark. He gets some moss
from a rock. Lin rubs the moss on the shark’s tail.
“Splash your tail,” Lin tells him. The shark’s tail slips
from the net. “You are free!” Lin yells.

The shark takes Lin home. The fish and the shrimp see Lin.
Lin tells the fish, “Pals do not have to be the same shape or
the same size.”
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